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INNOVATIVE SOLLCOFORM ®

Strides in innovation in line with user demands. Machine
manufacturers’ around the world must continually innovate
and keep up with user needs.
A MNC with market leadership in peanuts & edible oils, recently
entered the chocolate & confectionery segment with an
innovative coconut based product, and has now launched
another
innovative
peanut
product.
This
variant,
introduced at a price of INR 10, is a crunchy peanut base
product, enrobed with chocolate layer outside which
ensures a perfect blend of peanut and chocolate in every bite.
At the heart of the installation is the Sollcoform® from
SOLLICH. The Sollcoform® is a premium system to make
products with blends of cereals, nuts, wafer, biscuit pieces
mixed with a sugar binder. Depending upon the recipe the
products can subsequently be enrobed with chocolate/ baked
in an oven.
The special features of the Sollcoform® moulding system is an
unique feeding system and the ideal shaping of the
products. Equal feeding of all mould cavities results in an
uniform product, across the width of the drum. Product
demoulding is supported by an air pressure system, making it
possible to easily demould difficult products like fondant
mixtures and coconut masses from the moulding roller on to
the conveyor belt.
With the Sollcoform®, users can mould smaller sizes with
difficult product geometry. Dense masses like fondant
mixtures and coconut masses can be demoulded easily from
the moulding roller onto the conveyor belt.

BOCHANG ENCAPSULATION MACHINES
INSTALLED AT ALDER BIOCHEM

Bochang, a leading name in the industr y for manufacturing Softgel Encapsulation and Veg
Gel Encapsulation machines has successfully installed and commissioned two
machines, one for gelatine based Softgel Encapsulation and one specifically to produce Veg
Soft Capsules at ALDER BIOCHEM, Dehradun.
Vegetarian Softgel capsule is a durable, stable, and viable substitute for animal gelatin.
Bochang, a leader in Softgel encapsulation machines from Korea, is able to cater to the global
demand and particularly the Indian consumer demand for Veg Softgel capsules through their
world class Softgel Encapsulation technology.
The installation and commission were efficiently
completed to the customers satisfaction through
Bochang’s long standing partner Vedic Pac Systems.

CAMA’S SLEEVING MACHINE IN ACTION TO SUPPORT
SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING IN DAIRY MARKETS
CAMA, Italy recently provided a solution for plastic pot wrapping with a paper sleeve instead
of plastic sleeve supporting the elimination of disposable plastic.
Paper sleeve packaging is fully recyclable, has a lower carbon footprint with respect to
plastic, it is fully biodegradable and has a great printing definition to underline brand
importance. A green solution that helps the planet without
renouncing quality and beauty.
Click on the below link to watch the machine in action.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WdFjDeMW4k
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